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Fast Inshore Attack Craft (FIAC) are capable of 
challenging the most capable modern warships
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Warships generally combine large caliber guns, short-
range missiles, and armed helicopters to defeat FIAC
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Independence-variant LCS

Arleigh Burke-class destroyer

Ticonderoga-class cruiser

Zumwalt-class destroyer

Freedom-variant LCS



The Navy uses free -p lay, live -fire  e ve nts  to te st m any ne w 
syste m s (“ope rational te sting”)

This  e m phasize s ope rational re alism  at the  cost of 
s ta tis tical de sign (you ge t what you ge t)
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The Navy conducted several at -sea events in which the 
Navy ship was under attack by FIAC (speedboats), and 

had to defeat them before they reached a certain 
distance from the ship

All data in this presentation are fictional, 
created to illustrate our methodology



Static event recreations of complicated test events 
often fail to convey meaningful information
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Fictional data



We need the raw data, rather than roll -up figures
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Fictional data



Animations can help convey the order of events
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Summary graphs need to strike a balance between 
detail and readability
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Operational effectiveness does not have a “yes/no” answer

We  want to le arn som e thing  use ful from  our analysis
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There are a wide range of factors that may matter
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Factor Name Hypothesized Effect

Range Lower Pk at longer ranges due to round dispersion and 
(presumably) less accurate tracks 

Closure Rate Lower Pk for targets with large closure rate (positive or 
negative)

Weapon Type 
(Gun A or Gun B)

Gun A is expected to have a higher per-salvo Pk given its 
greater lethality

Target Relative Bearing Lower Pk in certain regions for the ship’s targeting
systems

Bearing Rate 
(degrees/second)

Lower Pk for high bearing rates as the guns must traverse 
rapidly and correctly predict the target’s location

Track Staleness  (seconds 
since last track update) Lower Pk for stale tracks

Absolute Target / Ownship 
Speed

Low Pk for very high speeds (ship motion will interfere 
with accuracy)

Track Source 
(e.g., radar, EO/IR camera)

The EO/IR camera will be more accurate (higher Pk) than 
the radar

Range*Range Pk may be highest in a sweet spot, with low Pk at both 
very long and very close ranges

Range*Weapon Type Gun A’s greater range suggests it will retain its accuracy 
at longer ranges

And more…



Binomial (hit/miss) analysis can only fit two factors, and 
doesn’t teach us anything we didn’t already know
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Time

1st Salvo Nth Salvo
Cease Fire

One Engagement

2nd Salvo

USN Ship

Enemy

Fictional Data

Open Fire

Rather than thinking about single salvos, we can think 
about groups of salvos

For our purposes, 
a “salvo” is a burst 
of rounds fired in 
quick succession 
from a single pull 

of the trigger



We have to make two important assumptions:
1) Ave rag ing  ove r m ultip le  salvos is  a  good  re pre se ntation

2) Salvos within a  g roup  are  de pe nde nt on one  anothe r, not 
inde pe nde nt rolls  of the  d ice
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Hundreds of binomial data points become dozens of 
continuous engagements
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Fictional Data

Gun A

Gun B

Unlucky gunner, or 
was there something 

that made this 
engagement harder?

Lucky hit, or was 
there something 
that made this 
engagement 

easier?



With censored data analysis, we can learn from events that 
we did not observe, but we  know would  have  e ve ntually

(the y we re  ce nsore d )
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Maximum Likelihood Fitting provides the way to 
incorporate information from censored data
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dataparameters TBD
dataparameters TBD

Uncensored data Censored data



There is a meaningful, parametric relationship between how long 
the ship shoots at a target and the probability of kill
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The fact that this 
fits well supports 

our assumption that 
salvos are related

Fictional Data
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𝜇𝜇 = 𝑏𝑏 + 𝛽𝛽1 ∗ Factor 1 + 𝛽𝛽2 ∗ Factor 2 + …
We can now introduce factors

Factor 1 = Range
Factor 2 = Closure Rate

Etc.
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Fictional Data

Relative speed 
makes a large 
difference for 
probability of kill

Probability of kill is much higher in the 
“sweet spot” than at close and long ranges



Censored Data Approach with Continuous Metrics enabled 
us to d raw tactical conclusions

(wouldn’t ge t this  with a  b inom ial m e thod):

Ope n fire  range  (quantifie d  it)
Be  m indful of swe e t spot

Controlling  ge om e try of e ngage m e nt

Will be  inte re sting  if this  approach works with othe r gun 
syste m s’ data
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